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ABSTRACT
Pierce diode instabilities are extended to lhe collisional

glow discharge regime, where electron thermal velocity is
very much larger than lhe drift velocity, to account for lhe
voltage pulsations, or spikes, in CW CO2 laser discharges
with hollow cathode. Experimental results with this cathode
geometry and high nitrogen and helium partial pressures give
extraordinarylaser output power without auxiliary cooling.

I.

1. INTRODlJCTION
The working medium of gas lasers is a partially

ionized low temperature thermal plasma of several eY.
maintainedby either DC or pulsed discharges. The importante
of this plasma medium in determining some aspects of lhe
laser properties has beco lhe subject of several recent studies.
In pulsed nitrogen lasers, lhe plasma impedance matching
between lhe spark gap and lhe laser discharge channel
plasmas can lead to a resonant narrowing 01' lhe laser
pulsewidth[1,2]. In CW carbon dioxide lasers, lhe transport
propertiesofthe plasma produced by an axial discharge with a
cathode that has a small indented cavity (hereafter named as
hollowcathode) al\ows lhe laser be operated at high nitrogen
concentration mixtures [3-5]. Contrary to lhe low nitrogen
concentrationmixture cases, auxiliary cooling system for lhe
diseharge tube can not be used. This high nitrogen
concentration, no external cooling regime is related to lhe
hollow cathode plasma [6]. We believe that due to lhe larger
eleetron density in lhe hollow cathode regiDo, lhe single-pass
gajo fRetar of lhe laser signal is higher than lhe one with
planar eathode. Consequent\y, this aIlows a viable operation
ofthe laser in this regime.

2. DOlJBLE PLASMA RELAXATION
Formation 01'double layer plasma is a familiar subject

in plasma physies [7-9]. This kind of plasma presents typical
low frequency, small amplitude oscillations [8,9]. Similar
behavior is algo present in commercial fluorescent"
mercury/noble gas lamps [l0]. These oscillations can be
caused by moving double layer structures or by Pierce diode
instabilities[11,12]. ln Pierce diodes, lhe collisionless electron
beRropropagating in a neutralizing íon background can excite
instabilitieseven taken into considerations 01'finite íon mass
[13]. The growth rale 01' this instability depends on lhe
external parameters [14,15] and electron thermal velocity
[16].

In COl laser operation mentioned in Ref [6], lhe gas
pressure is in lhe range 01'torrs which is much higher than lhe
mtorrs range 01'typical plasma double layer studies. The laser
power output is associated with lhe voltage pulses having 10
p.s width superimposed on lhe DC voltage We believe that
these voltage pulses are lhe Pierce diode instabilities at lhe
high plasma pressure limit. The pulsations therefore indicate
lhe double plasma structure near lhe hollow cathode which

Ienhances lhe single pass gajo 01'lhe laser amplification.

'3. COLLISIONAL PIERCE I>IODE INSTABILITIES
Pierce diode instabilities have beco analyzed

theoretically and experimentally in lhe low plasma pressure,
collisionless regime, although thermal spread was treated
ocassionally [16]. The existing theory is not adequate to
examine lhe plasma discharge in COl lasers. At high plasma
pressure, lhe collisional plasma inhibits lhe electron beRro to
propagate at high velocity Also, dissipations thermalize lhe
plasma to an electron temperature 01' typically a few eY.
Consequently, lhe electron thermaI velocity is much larger
than lhe electron drift velocity which is lhe opposite 01' lhe
classical Pierce diode case. Collisional dissipations algo
introduce an infernal plasma resistance which enters into lhe
circuit equation. The plasma resistance for glow discharge is
usually negative in lhe sense that an increase on lhe voltage
leads to a decrease on lhe current. In arder to understand
partially lhe experimental manifestatio.ns 01' lhe hollow
cathode discharge of COl lasers, we seek to generalize lhe
collisionless Pierce diode instabilities to lhe high pressure
collisional regime.

Let us consider lhe glow discharge arrangment in
Figure 1 together with its equivalent circuit where R.,L, C are
lhe external circuit parameters, Rp is lhe plasma resistance.
'file large Lx additional inductance in parallel to C is to

complete lhe DC discharge circuit only. Taking a uniform
quasi-neutral plasma equilibrium without external field. fTom
lhe fluid equations, lhe perturbed scalar potential 5

<I>(x)

is described by

[ve2 a/axl-(va/ax-iw)l_ú/ ]a/axl <Í>(x)=O (1)pe
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where vc' v, wpe are lhe electron thermal velocity, drift
velocity and plasma frequency, respeclively.

Also harmonic time pcrturbations of lhe form
exp(-iwt) are assumed. From lhe charge continuity equation,
we have

iw a/ax ~ - 41re(nv + nv) = (41r/A)i (2)

which is invariant in x where i is lhe current perturbation of

CATHODE
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v
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Figure I. Glow discharge arrangment and its AC equivalent
circuit

lhe circuit and Ais lhe area of lhe electrode. To connect with
lhe external parameters, lhe circuit equation gives

4>(x) I = i [( R - Rp ) - I / ( iwC) - iwL]., n
(3)

where the plasma resistance Rp models lhe collisional
dissipation ofthe plasma. Writing

,y,. ik x ik x
'i:'(x) = AI e I +A2e 2 -EoX +A3 (4)

where kl ' k2 satisfy lhe plasma dispersion relation

2 2 2 ')
( v2 - ve ) k - 2 v w k + (w - wpe- ) = O (5)

Using lhe boundary conditions n(O) =v(O) =0, we get

. -I 2 2
A I = -I d k2 wpe Eo

. -I 2 2
A2= -ld k] wpe Eo

2
d = k 1 k2 (k2 - k 1 ) w

We now define lhe capacitance ofthe diode as

Co=A/(41r0)

and normalize frequencies to v/O, distances to o. The circuit
eqllation, Eq. (3), reads

8/(Kl(eiKI-I )-KI2(eiKL 1»=

2 2 2 - - ')

iKIK2(K2-K])(8 - (8 - 8p »(i8R- (l/C) +8-L) (6)

where K = kO, 8 = w/(v/O), 8p = wpef(v/O), R =(R - R=

- - ')

(R-Rp)Co (v/O), C= C/Co' L = LCo (v/O)- The plasma

dispersion relation then becomes

2 2 2 2
(I - ~ ) K - 28K + (8 - 8p ) = O (7)

where ~2 = v/ 1 v2 Thc stability properties of lhe glow
dischargc are described by Eqs. (6,7) which, in lhe limit of ~ =
O,Rp = O, reduce to lhe Pierce diode case

4. GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMAS

For ~ << I, Eqs. (6,7) amount to a small corrcction to
lhe well established rcsults of low density, collisionless, cold
electron beam plasmas. The solutions are qualitatively lhe
same. ln glow discharge, high density, collisional plasmas, lhe
thermal velocity is much larger than lhe drift velocity. Taking
~ »1, lhe roots ofEgo (7) are

K = (2 (-8 i:i; (82 - 8p2) -1/2)« 1 (8)

which gives complex K for 8 < 8p and real K for 8 > 8p.
.1he eingenvalues would have to satisfy Eq. (6) which,

in lhe limit ofK « I, redores to
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') 2 - - - 2
(K2-Kj)(O--Op )(-I-(I/C) I iORf L )=0 (9)

The first two factors 01' Eq. (9) correspond to stable
oscíllationsin time and space, lhe third factor correspondsto ,

circuit parameter related oscillations. Considering purely
resistive external loading like in CW CO2 laser arrangments,
lhe circuit dispersion relation gives an imaginary O, that is

. - -1
0= -I (R) (10)

1
I
I

Thus, according to our analysis, lhe pulsations in glow
discharges is caused by Rp>R and can be stablized by using a
large enough external reslstance. However, in arder to obtain
an adequare workableCO2 discharge, lhe externa! loading
resistance is only variable over a small range which is not
enough to reverse lhe condition Rp > R.

t

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

As mentioried in lhe introduction, lhe glow discharge
in a typical CW CO2 laser ser up, as shown in Figure 2 which
shows lhe hollow cathode geometry, takes an active role in
determining lhe laser operation parameters. By using a hollow
cathode, there can be a high Ilitrogen rrUxture, no cooling
regime. As reported in ReI' (6), lhe voltage taken at lhe anode
with respect to lhe ground always presents spikes of abolIr 10
p.s width superimposed on lhe DC leveI. According to Eq.
( 10), we believe that lhe voltage spikes correspond to
instabilities with Rp>R Since lhe discharge is sustained by an
external power source, it is restored immediately after lhe
instability, lhos producing voltage spikes Scanning along lhe
discharge tube with a photodiode, a corresponding spike is
detected, having no phase shift with respect to lhe anode
voltage spike. This indicaresthat lhe perturbationis either a I

standing wave or a structure with very long wavelength along
lhe discharge tube, which is compatible with Eq. (8) having K
==O, since ~2 is very large In planar cathode discharges, no

spikes have beco detected over a wide range 01' pressures.
This can be understood by assuming lhe plasma resistance be
smaller than lhe loading resistance.

A typical voltage spike is shown in Figure (3) The
voltage drop at lhe anode and lhe DC levei are denoted by .::l
Vand V, respectively.

I To experimentally investigare lhe glow discharge
.diodeinstability,we have studiedlhe variations01'lhe voltage
Ispike for differentgas mixtures.The resultsin Figure4 show
even inversions of anode polarization when instabilities occur.
The parameter .::lVIV of lhe spike is related to lhe growth rale
Oj and its dependence on gas composition reflects lhe
dependence on lhe plasma resistance in Eq. (10)

In Figure 5 results of laser power output with high
partial pressure of both nitrogen and helium are presented
The output power of 10 watts and above is extraordinary
because, under lhe same experimental conditions and with lhe

same equipments, lhe output power for lhe I(CO2) : I(N2)
8(Re) standard gas mixtures with water cooling is abolIr 2.5 -
3.0 watts.

With a discharge tube 01' lhe same length but

..

~

,.

[

:consisting 01' two sections of hollow cathode dischar~e. as F~
shown tn hgure (6), tYPlcilloutput powcr can go as fugh as
30 watts with 16 % efficiency.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that hollow cathode glow discharge
can modifY substantially CO2 laser operation parameters. The
pulsations ar spikes on lhe anode voltage associated with this
kind of discharge are doe to lhe circuit related diode

instabilities when Rp is larger that R. The absence of lhe
voltage spikes for planar cathode discharge suggests that, in
such plasmas, R is less than R. The high output power and
lhe advantage of1'doingaway with lhe cooling system open up
new applications of CW CO2 laser with high partial pressures

.both for Ilitrogen and helium gases

-~LÜ- - -fr --~G
3 4 5 3 2

Figure 2. Typical CW CO2 laser ser up showing hollow
electrodes to allow radiation passage to lhe mirrors with tube
diameter 14 mm, Icngth 75 cm, Ge plane output mirrar with
85 % reflectivity (1), Cu totally rcflccting mirror with 5 m
radius of curvature (2), NaCI windows (3), cathode (4). anode
(5).

Figure 3. A typical voltage spike of about 10 fJ.Swidth
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Figure 5. Maximum laser output as a tunetion of gas
eomposition with lhe seI up of Figure 2. showing the best
mixture of 1 ( C02 ) . 20 ( N2 ) . 40 ( He ) with a 7.5 %
power effieieney.
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Figure 6. A two seetion diseharge tube with diameter 14 mm,
length 75 em. same Ge and Cu mi~rors (I) and (2), with NaCI
windows removed, hollow eathodes (3) , anodes (4).
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